KRISHNA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, ALIGARH
WINTER HOLIDAY HOME-WORK (2017-18)
General instructions:Dear parents,
Winter vacations are meant for fun and full of enjoyment with family and friends. It’s time for the children to
play, enjoy, relax and re-energize.
We have planned different activities to enrich the learning experience of our children, to make them aware of
their surroundings and to enhance their overall development. So, before we go further, here are few guidelines
for you.
Important points:-All the written work except writing practice of Hindi and English should be done on A-4 sheets,or as mentioned.
-Make your child to converse in English at home regularly.
-Make your ward to share the things with their peer group.
-Keep your child engaged with you in managing the small household work.
-You are requested to only guide the child, work done by the students himself/herself will be accessed and
graded as a part of the continuous assessment. Work done by parents will not be accepted or graded.
-The homework will be assessed on the basis of content, creativity, originality and neatness.
-Use a thin separate notebook of English (4 lines) & Hindi (2 lines) for the practice of writing.
- Compile all holiday homework sheets together, label them and put them in the labelled plastic folder.
-Submit holiday homework when school reopens.
CLASS-V
English
Develop the stories from the given situation in your own words1. Characters – two friends Raman and Ragav
Place –forest
Situation-- lost their way.
2. Characters –Geetika and Radha
Place—school
Situation—one is intelligent and other is weak.
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Maths
1) Note down the birth dates of your family members and write them in a scrap notebook in Roman numbers
using match stick, straws or any waste materials (coils, pencil shavings).
2) Make a paper caterpillar and write odd/even/prime numbers between 1-50.
Science
On a chart paper draw the well labelled diagram of 5 simple machines we use in our daily life and mention their
types (lever, fulcrum, pulley etc.).
Social studies
Draw the map of India on a chart paper. Outline different states and paste the picture of different soils found in
atleast five states.

